Key Stage 1 Homework – Flying High
Autumn Term, Block 3 (Fri 14/11/14-Fri 12/12/14)

Please note that due to the introduction of the new curriculum we will be working in themed blocks
of work which will last for four weeks. A new topic will be covered every four weeks, therefore a
homework grid will last for four weeks too. Please make sure you select a piece of homework from
each column across the four weeks. Thank you.

Research Skills/ICT

Creative

English

Use the internet to find and
print aerial views of 3
different places around the
world. Stick them in your book
and write to explain what the
picture is of.

Imagine you are a bird flying
high in the sky. What can you
see below? Draw a bird’s eye
view picture of all that you can
see. Remember you will only be
able to see the top of each
thing below you.

Imagine you are going to fly to
the moon. Draw all the things
you will need to take with you
on your adventure. Label each
one and write why you will need
it.

Draw a hot air balloon in your
book and decorate it with a
repeating pattern.
For example

Fold paper to create a paper
aeroplane. Decorate it to look
like a real plane. Include
windows for the passengers
and draw their faces.

Pretend you have flown to a far
away planet and met a creature
from out of space or pretend
you are a flying super hero.
Write a short story to share
your experience!

Use a piece of plastic shopping
bag and some cotton thread to
make a parachute for a small
toy. Draw you design, label it
and write to explain how well it
works.

Watch the video clip below and
then design your own flying
machine. You can draw it or
make a model.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningz
one/clips/materials-used-tobuild-flyingmachines/6657.html

Maths/Science



*Grown-ups - Please give appropriate support for your child’s age and ability; these activities are designed to be fun in order to enhance
learning. If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to ask.

